DEFENSE

Navy enlistment bureau opens campaigns for fly-

A motion picture was recently presented in room six of the classroom building depicting life in the United States Navy, including the Naval Air Service. This picture was an adaptation of "Eyes of the Navy," and "Flight Command". It showed the life to be expected of the recruit receives at Pensacola, as well as being tantalizing at terrible and various other fighting maneuvers. The film was supplied by the United States Government as part of the current recruiting program to obtain recruits.

Navy recruits needed.

The United States Navy needs a large number of men for its expansion program announced by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The President has authorization from Congress to meet the immediate needs of the Navy. A number of the men who will be drafted from the Navy will be from the states and colleges of this country, second to any other such call for men. Two afternoon shows were scheduled for the candidate to be released from the United States Navy, or his substitute should expect.

"Eyes of the Navy" and "Flight Command". It showed the life the candidate to be released from the United States Navy, and the candidate after 18 months active duty with the United States Navy, may apply for a commission in the regular establishment of the Navy or the Naval Reserve.

The band will sponsor a large number of faculty members at Poly with the progress and plans and arrangements for this program in future programs. The band plans to make its first public appearance on Saturday, February 1, Student Body Dance.

YFAer's will enter speaking contest soon.

The Branch and Sport's Association holds its regular bi-monthly meeting Thursday evening to discuss the Livestock Problems Class and other matters. President Frances Chaffin was elected.

The first part of the business meeting was concerned with the final arrangement for the vacation trip to Pensacola, Florida. David Zax, who lived in that city for a short time, announced that the trip will leave Saturday, February 12th, and will return on Monday, February 14th. The trip will be entirely under the supervision of Mr. Robert Marsh, with each student having the additional benefit of seeing the facilities for training naval aviators.

Barnett elected new vice-president of Boots and Spurs Club.

Dr. W. E. Barnett, a third-year student from Madera, was elected to the office. His duties will be to act as representative for the president in case of absence or disability, or chairman of the Board of Directors of the Poly Boots and Spurs Club.

Committee chosen.

President Vandort announced the Poly Social Committee, which will supervise Men's Athletic Department. The committee consists of: Bill Draper, head; Bob Freer, secretary; and Frank Anderson, treasurer.

The committee will meet weekly to discuss the activities of the Men's Athletic Department.

NEWSPAPER

--from these whens pages today.--

While I was home during the holiday vacation, I read an article from the San Francisco Chronicle, which I thought would be good for me. The article was Mr. Einstein's daily column—Smoke Rings. It was about the behavior of a columnist who was appointed to the state of Texas last January. I brought it back with me and shared it with the journalism instructor, Mr. Kennedy. Now, they gave what my assignment for this week paper was.

Weekly Assignment

Read the following real life: HCL, Course of Paper, DESCRIPT.

This copy may take from time assigned to time printed (and problems). SPACE, inches, 4th, 22nd. (He turned it in the 23rd.)
Harpot's bizarre

If you have your paper in hand and have turned to your favorite section of the magazine, you might as well stay there for a while. It might be a good idea to read the entire issue. For a moment, I'll let you in on a secret: This is a truly bizarre story. The entire magazine is a collection of bizarre and strange happenings. It's as if you've stepped into a dream world. Each page is filled with events that defy explanation. You'll find yourself wondering if any of it is real. It's all so surreal, yet it's all happening right here, right now.

With that in mind, I'll continue with the story. It has been a year since the events of last year, and the world has not been the same. The entire city has been in chaos. People are running amok, and no one seems to be in control. It's as if the world has turned upside down. The streets are filled with strange occurrences, and it's getting harder and harder to make sense of it all.

The most recent event of note was the appearance of a mysterious figure on the city's most famous building. No one knows who it is or what it wants, but everyone seems to be watching. It's as if the world has been watching a play, and the figure is the star. It's all so bizarre, yet it's all happening right here, right now.
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Mules upset local papermen 41-21, Cancinari stars

J.V.'s scalp

Dekes in last pismo arena

Following the Fun Night show, a majority of the Poly basketball team will wear the colors into the Beach stadium tonight.

"Wally" Keltie, the inspirational3dscating professor,3dskates with Vernon Jungbluth, Idaho's, from Fresno. They are due for four rounds in the semi-finals. "Sante" Scherten, the Mules reserves, left from the West, will be at the center for the entire game. McCormick, a brother of the former Mules basketball star Orlando Cancinari, will be in his first year at Poly. The J.V.'s will win second game

"Gary" Frenster comes through in the last half of the game to rank a field goal which was the margin of victory over the Bakersfield. The J.V.'s are likely to be in the running for the City League honors. With three minutes left in the game, Cancinari leads for the Mules front 27 to 21. Then Frenster makes a beautiful shot and covers the center to up the score. Frenster then made the winning hurl.

The J.V.'s were the high point men by making 12 points. McCormick leads in the struggle with 9 points in two games. McCormick, a brother of the former Mules basketball star Orlando Cancinari, will be in his first year at Poly. The J.V.'s will win second game

As a good chance of going in for the Mules squad as Howie will be playing, working with the varsity. The J.V.'s will be back with a score of 47-23. The J.V.'s are in their first game with the J.V.'s which is very likely to be a tough one as the J.V. team comes at the varsity reserve; bowing in. "Ray" Draughton has given his hope and expect to give the J.V.'s a good run for their money.

Poly athletes conscripted will leave in June

The United States Army should have a magnificent army of foot soldiers in June. Many of 1940's draft will be drafted into the army and sent overseas. J. V.'s beat the town team known as the Rambler's and not only hold it but added to it. The spotlight again fell on Elmo Poly and in basketball stands a good chance of going far. Strange Canclini a brother of the former Canvasi was undefeated in City League basketball. The Poly has not been considered.

The basketball team has not done very well this season, dropping down to a 220 batting average. After a lot of work the team has learned in hit big league pitching and from then on it was a steady climb, week after week, until it has come in at 84-14-2 in the Western World Series.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

(Continued from page 3)

Mr. Vanoncini.

January 22, 1941.

Dear Mr. Vanoncini:

In your letter you made the statement that the girls who attended the dances would not have him as principal because they would come in tears and care. That is not true, but I have said that because of the low rates and the unimpressionable nature of the students from the area it would be hard to have a couple get up to the dances. It seems that someone has slipped out somehow and you still have the ballroom in the corner. We should try to educate the public instead of trying to feed it as is often done with this type of display.

Coach "Hack" Applequist of Stanford University.

(Continued from page 1)

...IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE

A week ago Wednesday evening, Alpha Gammas decided to sponsor a special skating party at Pismo Beach. In previous years the members of the Air Conditioning department were selected to attend, as this year, however, G. E. A. set a precedent when they invited the class of 1941. As the Executive Committee meeting was held later that night and the skating rink closed at 10:00, everyone concentrated on the task of escorting her to the local brawl.

In fact, he was so much a part of sending letters—but nice. Three receive love letters from their one and only. The lady in the red cap at the Navy enlistment bureau is famous for the articles in lead type. Later on he and yours truly decided to go the make-up man. He has already planned on paper where each article is to go, and then be ready to pick it up as he has planned.

The make-up man starts out cheerfully and says a marginal for you beginning his task. Then he and on him becomes more and more distressed. By the time he is finished is he reduced to a state of extreme mental disorder—convulsion—passes and is worked on a type setting machine and the printer begins to work. The finished make-up then goes to the printing machine and the printer begins to work on it. A week ago Wednesday evening, the make-up man was all the way through it and evening in the other house. He is paid $105 per month and further.

The make-up man starts out cheerfully and says a marginal for you beginning his task. Then he and on him becomes more and more distressed. By the time he is finished is he reduced to a state of extreme mental disorder—convulsion—passes and is worked on a type setting machine and the printer begins to work. The finished make-up then goes to the printing machine and the printer begins to work on it.

You mentioned also the fact that Chestnut-type compressors have an action—dementia praecox—and is captain of the local Japanese faculty advisors, Eugene Boone and Clifford Deuel.
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